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Pixami Yearbook Software Feature Comparison 

Pixami offers two great yearbook design options! This comparison highlights the differences between the two products.  

Yearbook Pro has full collaboration features that allow multiple users to work on the yearbook simultaneously. Design 
Wizards aid novice users, while advanced editing tools and a full content suite allow maximum creativity for experienced 
designers. Yearbook Pro is a great choice for schools that requires full flexibility. 

YB Essentials has a simpler interface, with less advanced design tools, less collaboration features, and a content 
selection more appropriate for Elementary Schools. YB Essentials is a great choice for smaller teams and smaller books. 

Technology   

100% web-based using the latest HTML5 technology   
Runs on Mac, Windows, Apple iOS, Android OS, Google Chrome OS   
Easy to learn and use, with online help tutorials and documentation   
White label, with full branding capability   
Reliable, high-performance, and scalable for peak periods   
Admin management of all Pixami software in a single location   

User Collaboration   

Unlimited users   
Number of user roles for managing book assignments 5 2 

Ability to assign individual sections to users    

Activity Dashboard with detailed project information and user log   

Working with Photos   

Import portraits utilizing PSPA standard   
Edit and manage portraits and candids   
Collect community candids using Pixami PhotoPost   
Import candids from Facebook   

Organizing Your Book   

Yearbook ladder for book organization and management    
Maximum number of book sections on yearbook ladder Unlimited 10 

Advanced yearbook ladder features: merge, split, arrange   

Multiple cover types per book: hardcover, softcover, saddle stitch   

Designing Your Pages   

Theme wizard for automated page design   
Portrait wizard for assisted panel page creation   
Basic editing tools: crop, borders, rotate, effects, delete, layer   
Advanced editing tools: alignment, snap to grid   

Build and save custom layouts   

Automated Index with tagging for candid photos   

Full suite of design content    

Condensed set of design content    

e-Commerce Storefront   

Included Storefront for online Yearbook and Ad sales   

   


